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SUMMARY 
The objective of this study was to theoretically examine the open-
loop combustion response of moncpropellant droplets and sprays to im-
posed pressure osciliationso The theoretical model is an extension of 
an earlier response model developed for one-dimensional liquid monopro-
pellant strand combustiono The theoretical approach employed pertur-
bation analysis through first order, yielding linear response results. 
The major aasumptions of the analysis were: a one-step, irrevers-
ible gas phase reaction; phase equilibrium at the liquid surface; con-
stant liquid phase physical properties; variable gas phase physical 
properties; and negligible forced convectiono The latter assumption 
is known to be valid at high reactivities, where the reaction zone is 
close to the liquid surface. Transient liquid phase analysis was 
coupled with beth transient and quasi-steady gas phase models. The 
calculations emphasized the quasi-steady gas phase case, since un~ 
steady gas phase effects largely became important at frequencies 
greater than the most probable frequency range for combustion insta-
bility. The calculations were conducted using properties correspond-
ing to hydrazine decomposition. 
The results of the study may be summarized as follows: 
STEA](l1' CO~tlSTlON 
10 The zero-order or st •.• dy state calculations gave predictions 
in good agreement with earlier measurements of liquid surface tempera-
tures and droplet burni"'g rates in combustion gases, for hydrazine. 
20 Small droplets essentially evaporate wit.h little reaction 
effects while large drops (about two orders of magnitude larger) burn 
with surface mass fluxes equivalent to liquid strands. A simple ap-
proximate formula was developed which estimates burning rates for all 
si~,es with maximum err0rs en the ord'er of 10% 0 
!DROPLET RESPONSE 
10 Small drop a give low or negative response at all frequencies. 
2. Large drops pr0vide a response near unity at low frequencies. 
Resp0E.,:;e declines at fx.'equencies somewhat in ... e]{cess 0f the c:larac.ter-
istie frequency of the liquid phase theTIllal wave, -If tempe·rature 
gradients of sufficient magnitude are present in the liquid phase, 
this decline is precaeded by a response peak in excess 0f unity. 
3. If a response peak occurs a,t liquid phase thermal wave fre-
queneies, it is associated with a frequency regime where the surface 
temperature oscillati0n l"ads the pressure oscillation, At higher 
f.requencies the temperature oscillation lags the pressure oscillation, 
and this behavior is 8ssociated with declining response. 
- , 
4. uarge drops have a second response peak of order unity at 
frequencies associated with the gas phase thermal wave; however, the 
frequency range of this peak is generally higher than frequencies 
associated with combustion instability, 
SPRAY RESPONSE 
1, The total response of a monodisperse injected spray is less 
than the response of the initial droplet size; although the frequency 
range of response peaking i~ similar. 
2. 
strongly 
droplets 
time and 
For a po1ydisperse injected spray, the response depends 
on the spray distribution. Even a low percentage of large 
can yield an appreciable response, due to their longlife-
high response. 
3. At high pressures and low frequencies in the range associated 
with combustion instability, drep1et lifetimes approach the cycle 
period for drop sizes of technological importance. The response 
asseciated with the lifetime was net censidered in this investigation, 
and deserves further studyo 
• 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODBCTION 
1.1 Ge"era:), S tat;emeI) t of the prob1"1ll 
The phenomenon of l'ocket comb us tioti ins tability is the direct 
result of the coupling between the combustion and fluid dynamics of 
the overall combustion system. This coupling enables oscillatory 
energy from the combustion process to sustain these instabilities. 
The oscillations will decay only by decreasing the coap1ing mechanism 
or by insuring the damping process, either natural or man~made, has 
sufficient magnitadeto dissipate the supplied oscillatory energy at 
a faster rate than it is produced. 
Almost every rocket engine development program has enc"untered 
combustion instabilities in one form or other; thus, understanding this 
phenomena is of major importance. These OSCillations, which have 
frequencies in the range of 500-,30000 Hz [1), are capable of 
producing vibrations, inc.reased heat transfer rates, decreased 
performance, uncontrolled impulses, and variations in the thrust 
vectors of rocitet combastion chambers [1].. Since rockets often 
carry humans andior expensive and very sensith',1\ equipment, the 
understanding and prevention "f these destructive osci11ati,ms are of 
utmost cenc.erne 
Instabilities can be initiated spontaneously from the inherent 
noise in the aombus tion and mechanical pro-'::t:!sses, or they can be 
activated by a finite disturbance auch as a chamber pressure 
fltiCtuation or an e"p10sion of accumulated propellants [1). 
i 
Combustion instabilities can be suppressed by the use of 
acoustic liners, Helmholtz reasonators, baffles, other damping 
devices, or by the redesign of the combustion chamber, in order to 
eliminate re.sonant modes. The only true test of the stability of a 
rocket engine, however, is from an actual test firing. This further 
underscores the importance of understanding the coupling mechanism 
between the combustion process and the fluid dynamics. 
The objective of the present study is to investigate One 
aspect of the combustion instability problem, namely, the response of a 
burning liquid monopropellant to imposed pressure oscillations. The 
response of a single droplet is eonsidered first, followed by an 
estimation of the response of an entire spray. 
Hydrazine is selected as the monopropellant fael in this study, 
since the hydrazine family of faels are extensively used in today I s 
space rocke.t programs. For example, the Apollo command module 
thruster and the lanar ascent and descent engines ase hydrazine 
fuels. The major emphasis of this study Concerns the theoretical 
analysis of hydrazine droplet combustion and burning rate response to 
fluctuations in pressuree 
1,2 P1:evious Related StudieS 
Consideration of p~evious work is divided into three categories; 
liquid monopropellaRt droplet combustion, quasi-steady monopropellant 
spray combus·tion) aRd os cilIa-tory cornbus tion 0 
1,2.1 Monopropel1ant Droplet Combustion. A detailed summary of 
experimental hydrazine droplet and strand (large drop limit) combustion 
has been presented by Allison [2, 3). 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL pAGE IS POOR 
I 
, 
) 
3 
Fendell [4] obtained a closed form analytical solution for the 
burning of monopropellants in an inert atmosphere at the zero 
activation energy limit. 
Williams [5] restricted his approach to adiabatic burning with 
a low reaction rate and a one-step overall reaction. He developed an 
analytical solution for emall drops having low chemicoal reaction 
rates and la:rge acotivation energies. His analysis is limited by the 
adiabatic and low reaction rate assumptions ~ 
Spalding and Jain [6J, Jain [7J, Tarifa [8], and Allison and 
Faeth [9] have investigated monopropellant droplet coombustion using 
the thin flame approximations, Spalding and Jain [6] and Jain [7] 
used the thin flame approximation in order to obtain an analytical 
solution for monopropellant droplet burning rates. The energy 
release of the decomposition reaction is assumed to occur in a thin 
shell at smne distan"e from the drop, The reaction rate dependence 
on temperature is ql:l,ite strong f0r large activation e·nergies, and 
the flame surfa"e is l"ca.ted where the unreacted gas flows into the 
thin shell at the laminar burning velocity of the mixture, Spalding 
and Jain [6J were able to estimate the droplet burning rate as a 
function of the laminar flame spee.d, which is known from experiment, 
fo'!:' adiabatic ::.omb-v.stion 0 
Tarifa [8] assumed an Arrhenius global reaction rate in a 
flame zone of finite thickness, and obtained an analytical solution 
for mono propellant combustion in an atmosphere of inert gases. Allison 
and Faeth [9] used Spadling's [6] thin flame approximation in order to 
relate flame position to the laminar burning velocity. An Arrhenius 
correlation with two adjustable parameters was used to approximate the 
.1 
· __ --.. - ........ ",,""Y'C'" 
laminar burning velocity. Allison and Faeth [9] also obtained 
experimental droplet burning rate results which compare favorably 
with results obtained in the present study. 
4 
Lorell and Wise [10] considered the caSe of a single, 
unimol~cular. overall reaction with no backward r6actiono A two point 
boundary value problem WaS numerically solved in order to find the 
burning rate eigenvalue. 
Later work by Allison and Faeth [11] employed one-step 
kinetics to describe the combustion of a. liquid hydrazine strand. 
The steady state c.onservation equations were integrated numerically, 
using an asymptotic expansion to formally satisfy the boundary 
coaditj_ons at large distances ftom the liquid su~faceo This procedure 
does not invclve any approximate mathematical treatment of the 
combustion process) and since it minimiz'Es uncertainties in the model, 
this approach was employed in the present study. 
L 2.2 Q"asi-Steady Monopxope1l,ant Spray Combustion. The 
problem of combustioR iRstability is very complica.ted aRd concains 
many variables 0 There axe several analytical met:hods to describe 
combustion instabilities in combustion chambers; however, they are 
severely limited to idea.lized problems, and almost nORe have beeR 
applied to the monopropellant case" A review of the c.urrent literature 
on this subject caR be found in Reference [lJ. 
The present theoretic.al study uses a one dimensional, spray 
come us tion rnodel~ This model c.onsiders several drop size groups ~ in 
order to simulate actual spray characteristics. The response 
5 
contribution from each of these groups is summed to obtain the overall 
spray response c 
1.2.3 Oscillatory Combustion, A description of much of the 
available literature on combustion instability is given in Reference 
[1], The present summary primarily considers liquid burning rate 
response to imposed pressure oscillations. 
Crocco [12, 13, 14) uses the sensitive time lag theory in which 
a time lag exists between the time a fuel particle is injected into 
the combustion chamber and the time it is burned to form the final 
combustion products, With this approach, the combustion-gas dynamic 
coupling process is not explicitly considered, and the time lag 
can only be found from experimental observations, 
Priem [15, 16, 17] realized that the thermal energy and the gas 
release rates are of utmost importance in analyzing the combustion 
process, and he numerically solved the gas dynamic equations for the 
combustion chamber to determine these factors e Fluctuations in the 
surrounding gaseous flow f:Le1d and the Clnsteady burning rate response 
of the droplets, which is the source term in the gas dynamic equations, 
«ere also investigated by Priem. 
Williams [18] and Strahle [19, 20) used a biprope1lant fuel 
and assumed the Burke-Schumann thin diffusion flame model in the 
leading edgc boundary laye.r of the burning dropleL The droplet was 
subjected to longitudinal standing Wav,e fluctuations while the 
liqu.id temperatures were aS$umed to be .t;O!lStant. The response curves, 
which depend on frequency, Were flat with a peak at extremely high 
frequencies. The difficulty with this analysis arises from the fact 
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that liquid temperatures are not constant for oscillat:ary combustion, 
even at low frequencies, while the gas phase can be considered to be 
quasi-steady except at very high frequencies and pressures [21]. 
r Heidmann and Wieber [22] also investigated bipropel1ant 
droplets, assuming that at each point in time, the gas phase 
combustion rate equalled the vaporiza.tion rate of the liquid fuel. 
This is not a good assumption at high frequencies where gas phase 
transient effects become important, However, they did find response 
peaks for quasi-steady drops. 
In the bi"ropellant analysis of T'ien and Sirignano [23], the 
gas phase was considered to be quasi-steady with respect to the 
liquid phase at low frequencies. The peaks in the response function 
were caused by the liquid phase thermal lag; however, the response 
Was not large enough to provide a mec.hanism for instability. While 
the liquid phase thermal wave does not give sufficient peaks for 
bipropellants, this may not be the case for monopropellants, which 
were not considered in Referenc.e [23]. 
Allison and Faeth [11] used a monopropellant hydrazine strand 
model, similar to a model used by T'ien [24] for a solid propellant 
response study. They assumed low pre.ssux'e phase equilibrium atthe 
liquid surface, unsteady liquid phase, and both quasi-st:eady a.nd 
unsteady gas phase. The liquid phase thermal wave for strand 
combustion yielded peaks capable of causing instability, Liquid fuel 
response was measured at frequencies representative of the response 
of the liquid phase thermal wave. Agreement between theory and 
ex,periment regarding both the magnitude and phase lag of the combustion 
response was found to be good. The next logical step in ;:his analysis 
7 
would be the investigation of oscillatory combustion of droplets, 
The present stu.dy seeks to complete this extension, 
1.3 Specific Statement of the Problem 
The development of a mathematical model of oscillatory 
combustion of liquid monopropellant droplets is of significant value 
due to the application of these propellants in actual rocket engines. 
Very few, if any, experimental studies of nonsteady liquid 
droplet combustion have been conducted. The past procedure has been 
to obtain pressure-eime data from actual rocket engine tests and then 
attempt to deduce burning rate r.esponse, 
Allison and Faeth [11] studied steady and unsteady burning 
of liquid strands of hydrazine, and were able to obtain very good 
agreement between ex,periment and theorYe These one-dimensional 
strands approximate the large drop limit, since che curvature effect 
of a large spherical drop is negligible. 
The present study will extend the work of Allison and Faeth 
[9, 11] to derive a mathematical model for unsteady oscillatory droplet 
burning, The large drop values will be ~ompared with "he one-
dimensional strand burning results of Allison and Faeth [11]. The 
forcing function will be 1:he gas ph9Se. pressure oscillations) and 
the burning rate aT: open-loop responsE will be examiuedc 
Thus, the specific obj-ectives of the present SI:udy are: 
L Develop a mathematical model for the burning of a liquid 
monopropellant.: droplet for both steady state and oscillatory 
p~essure conditionsc 
/ 
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2. Theoretically investigate the steady state droplet burning 
for both wet and non-wet bUlb conditions, and compare the 
results with available measurements. 
3, Investigate the theoretical burning rate response for 
wet and non-wet bulb conditions. 
4. Develop a mathematical model for one-dimensional, quasi-
steady spray combustion, and calculate the overal spray 
combustion response for both wet and non-wet bulb 
conditions" 
--~ 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
2,1 General Model and Assumptions 
The theoretical model under consideration involves a droplet 
that is burning in the a.bsence of convection, yielding a spherically 
symmetric flow fieldo While convection is important under actual 
combus tion cha.mber conditions, there is evidence to indicate that 
the region where the droplet has a low (or zero) relative velocity 
with respect to the allbient gas, is a very critical zone in 
determining combustion instability characteristics [1]. For simple 
evaporation without decomposition, the response due to velocity 
effects has been found to be quite low [23]. In addition, the 
decomposiLion process near the droplet surface reduces the influence 
of convection Over a fairly wiJe range of conditions [25], [26]. 
This occurs since convection only affects the process tv-hen the oute'r 
edge of the flow field interacts with the reaction zone, a situation 
that is limited to very weak reactivity or very high Reynolds 
numbers, Therefore, neglecting conveccion for monopropellant droplets 
puts fetv-er limitations on the practicality of the calculations, than 
would be the caSe for bipropellants. 
SimiLar to earlier response studies [11]. [23]. the ambi0nt 
pressure is assumed to be oscillating with a wavelength that is long 
in comparison to the dlrnensions of the combustion field of the 
droplet. The period of oscillation. however. is assumed co be short 
in comparison to the total droplet lifetime so that consideration does 
· -. --- .... - """-"'~T 
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not have to be given to large changes in the position of the surface 
during a pressure oscillation, This assumption allows the analysis 
to procee.d while only examining oscillatory solutions. The frequency 
regime where this assumption breaks down will be discussed later. 
Since the combustion rate of monopropellant droplets is much 
higher than bipropellants, the usual assumption of a constant liquid 
phase temper3ture (in the zero order) is less valid than for 
bipropellants, The.cefore, the presence of mean liquid phase 
temperature gradients must be considered in the analysis. Also, 
ex,amination of constant mean temperatures will be made, in order 
to include the conventional steady combu8tion model, by equating the 
bulk liquid temperature to the wet bulb temperature at a given 
pressure c. 
A sketch of the theoretical model is shown in Figure 10 The 
process is examined at an instant of time when the droplet radius is 
r *, Formally, this radius is taken to be fixed so that the mass 
s 
flux of fuel is time varying, This actually corresponds to porous 
sphere -combu.stion; hotJever, the two cases are equivalent as long as 
the density in the liquid phase is large compared to that of the gas 
pbase; and the period of oscillation is small in comparison to the 
lifetime of the droplet [27], When thi8 is true, the motion of the 
surface with respect to the mean surface positi.on is n6g1~gib16 and 
can be ignored e Exceptions to this assumption arise near the critical 
point and the present analysis is not valid in this regime, The 
response portion ~f the analysis is invalid at frequencies baving an 
oscillation period compaTable to the lifetime of the droplet. 
o 
Figp.~s 1 
,. 
r* s 
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In the true model of monopropellant d'roplet combustion, the 
radius is not constant, but decreases with time, while mf * is zero. 
Also, as the droplet becomes smaller due to gasification, the 
temperature throughout the droplet tends to approach the surface or 
wet bulb temperature, 
For generaiity, gas phase transient effects are included in 
the model. The effect of variable properties is also included, so 
that the model is equivalent to the earlier strand combustion analysis 
[11] , 
The remaining assumptions of the analysis are similar to those 
of Reference [11]. They are as follows: 
1. The process is spherically symmetrie with a Mach number 
less than unity and negligible body f0rces. Inertial and 
viscous terms in the momentum equation are negleeted, 
2. The reaction process is premixed and laminar, A one-step, 
irreversible chRmical reaction takes place in the gas 
phase and any 'time lags ass0ciated with the chemical 
reaction itself are negligible, i.e., t,he ehemical reaction 
is locally quasi~steady and obeys an Arrhe~lius equation, 
Chemical reaetion is neglected ir. the liquid phase. 
3. Radiation heat transfer is neglected, 
4, The gas phase is taken to be an ideal gas and the Lewis 
number is assumed to be unity. 
5, All gas diffusi(m coefficients are =qual, all molecular 
weights are eqClal, all gas phase specific heats are equal 
and constant, the gas phase thermal cORdClctivity is 
iRdepeRdeRt of eompositioR aRd varies linearly with 
.1 
-- --~ 
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';emperature, and the liquid is composed of a single 
chemical species having constant properties. 
6, The combustion products are assumed to be insoluble in 
the liq>;!id phase and the gas phase fuel maSS fraction at 
the liquid surface is given by the Clausius-Clapeyron 
equa,tion. As in the case of the gas phase reactien, the 
equilibrium at the surface is assllmed to 0CCUr rapidly 
in comparison to other transient effects in the system. 
7, The wavelength ef any periodic pressure disturbance is 
assumed to be long compared with the diameter of the zone 
invdlving active combusti0nc Consideration 0f the momentum 
equation, along with Assumpti01'l 1, then implies that 
pressure is only a function of time, 
A discussion of the applicability of these assllmptiens is 
provided in References [3] and [llJ. 
2.2 Governing Equations 
2.2.1 Bimensional Equations, Considering the above assumptions, 
the dimensional co'nservati0n equations can be obtained in spherical 
coordinates from the general equations given in Reference [28], 
Liquid Phase Q > r* > r * 
- s 
Conserv'ation of Mass 
2 
P ;'r" v i'=m'* f fr· f 
Conservation of Energy 
constant 
P * C" *2 OT*+ P * C * r*2 v * 3T* A_* 
f f r at*' f f r or"': r (2-2) 
.~ 
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where m/, the mass flow rate per unit solid angle, is only a function 
"f time. 
Gas Phase r * < r* < 00 
s 
Conservati0R of Nass 
IIp*" 1 
ot* + *2 
r 
Conservation of Species 
oYi oY i " 1 0 (2 OY i ) p* --"" + p*v * -"-- = -" - -- r* o*D* -"- + V w * ot* r or* 2 or* • or* i F 
r* 
Conservation "f Energy 
(2-3) 
i=l, N 
(2-4) 
where the stoichiometry "f the one-step gas phase reaction is assumed 
to have the form 
V. I 
~ 
[i] ->-
N [VII 
i=l i 
[i] 
The other terms in Equations (2-4) and (2-5) are defined as 
VI * F 
* *0 F [
P*Y ]n 
B· T M*R"Ti' exp 
q* 
V."-V.' 
~ ~ 
V I 
F 
N 
.L 
'L=1 
h. 
~ 
where 'iF = -1. Since the gas is ideal 
p* p*R*T;'/M* 
,,0 
[ -E*J R*T* 
v. 
~ 
(2-6) 
(2-7) 
(2-8) 
(2-9) 
(2-10) 
- , 
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The gas phase mass flow rate per unit solid angle is defined 
as 
2 I"*r* v * r 
The thermal conductivity is taken to be pr0portional to 
temperature 
A* = A *(T*/T *) 
00 00 
The unity Lewi$ number assumpti0n pr0vides 
Le 
Boundary Conditi0ns 
Since the liquid is incompressible, it has a constant 
temperature at the origin or center of the drop, 
r~" = 0 T* = T.* 
J. 
(2-11) 
(2-12) 
(2-13) 
(2-14) 
In the case of steady combusti0n at the wet bulb temperature of the 
droplet, T, * would be equal to the wet bulb temperature. However, 
J. 
since monopropellants have highe~ gasification rates than most 
bipro¥,ellants, cases exist where temperature gradients are present 
in the liquid phase throughout the lifetime 0f the droplet, 
Therefore, T. * is taken as a parameter for the aRalysis in 0rder to 
J. 
investigate the effect of these gradients 0n the response. 
Temperature and pressure are continuous across the liquid-gas 
interface. 
T * s- T * ~2-l5) 
s+ REPRODUCIDILlTY OF 'NI ~ 
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I, 
p * = p * s- s+ 
Conservation of mass at the interface reduG.es to 
p*v * 
r 
s 
The couservati0n of energy equation, where the heat flux 
16 
(2-::'6) 
(2-17) 
reaching the surface goes into the heat flux in the liquid phase and 
the heat of vaporization of the gasif;ying fuel, reduces to 
A *' f aT*l = A* ar*]· h,,1 ar* Js- s+ - Pf * v *[ (c ;,~C *)T * + L*l r fs P f s (2-18) 
The insolubility of the pr0duct species in the liquid phase 
implies that the total maSs flux of the non-fuel species is zero at 
the surface 0f the droplet. The conservation of species equation 
then reduces to 
P *v *(Y - 1) f r fs Fs 
The fuel mass fraction is related to the temperature a1: the 
surface by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. 
(2-20) 
Far from the drop s·urface all the fuel is consumed and the 
temperature is only a func.tion of time. 
r* - 00 T*=1:* (t") (2-2l) 
"here T" (t*) is a knowI1 function depending upon the specified 
pr£ssure variation~ 
- , 
," 
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2.2.2 N<mgi]1lensiona1Equa,tions. The previous equations are 
simplified by transformation into the following dimensionless 
variables. 
a = a*/p * 
o 
D = D*/D * 
"0 
E = E*/R*T * 
"0 
L = L*/C *T * P COo 
L = L */R*T ,~ f f OOQ 
nt = m'~C */r *1. * p S toO 
p = p*/p * 
o 
q = q*/c *T * P 000 
r = r*/r * 
s 
t = t;'A */p *C *r *2 
000 000 p s 
T = T*/T * 
""0 
v = v ;'p *C *r *11. * 
r roo0ps COo 
~ = C */c * f p 
Of = a *Ia * f ""0 
A = 1.*11. ;, 
000 
p - p*/p * 
""0 
The conserv~tton equatioRs can flOW be retY'ri tten in dimensionless 
form as follows: 
Liquid Phase 
Gas Phase 
r < 1 
aT aT 10
0
,£2 ~'r" (.r2 ~rT. ) t + v flO ar = a a 
r > 1 
OJ] + L 
at 2 
r 
a 2 ~ (pr v ) = 0 ilr r 
(2.-23) 
(2-24) 
(2-25) 
-- -...,..,..,.. 
laYi + v aYi I : p at r ar 1 a zar r 
2 tit : pr v 
r 
( 
2 ay. ) 
r pD -~. + v. w 
a" l. 
p( aT + v aT): ~ L(r2 A~) + ( y y- 1..) 
aL r ar 2 ar ar 
r 
i : 1, N 
dp + dt q w 
where the cil.imensionless reaction rate is defined as 
w 
and A is a reaction parameter which is related to the drop size 
A: 
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(2-26) 
(2-27) 
(2-28) 
(2-29) 
(2-30) 
The assumptions of an ideal gas, unity Lewis number, and thermal 
conductivity proportional to temperature, reduce to the following 
relationship 
T : A pID pip 
Boundary Conditions 
The dimensi0nless boundary condition eq1'laticms are: 
At the center of the drop, r : 0 
At the drop surface, r 1 
A aT) f ar 
s-
T : Ts+ s~ 
p : p 
s- s+ 
:A~T). -pv[(l-$)T+L] 
r s+ r 
(2-31) 
(2-32) 
(2-33) 
(2-34) 
(2-35) 
Ftlr from the drop surfac.e r 0:;:: 00 
Y = 0 F 
T = T(t) 
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(2-36) 
(2-37) 
(2-38) 
(2-39) 
The above equations can be further simplified by introducing 
the Shvab-Zeldovich variable, e, a new dependent variable based on 
the fuel mass fraction 
(2-40) 
After substituting Equation (2-40) into Equations (2-27) 
to (2-29) and (2-36) to (2-38), along with some minor simplifications, 
the pertinent equations can be summarized as follows: 
Liquid Phase 
Gas Phase 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
ORIGThTAL PAGE IS POOR 
r < 1 
y > 1 
E.E.+L at 2 
r 
~ 
dt 
op + q w 
dt 
(2-41) 
(2-42) 
(2-43) 
(2-44) 
(2-45) 
: 
,. 
i 
, 
~-i 
---
Boundary Conditions 
r = 0 
r = 1 
A aT) f ar 
s-
T = T 
s 
- p v [(l-S)T + L] 
r 
T a (8 - T»), = p v (8 _ T _ q) 
3r s+ r 
e - T aq exp (-L/T) 
8 T = T(t) 
_,. - ___ ......... PT'I-T,:Y 
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(2-46) 
(2-47) 
(2-48) 
(2-49) 
(2-S0) 
(2-51) 
202,3 Perturbation Analysis. The imposed pressu:re oscillations 
can be decomposed into a constant me'an pressure and an oscillatory 
component having a small amplitude, e:. Trar,sforming the dependenc 
variables in the same manner, substituting into the conservation and 
boundary equations, and separating into like powers "f E, results in 
'Zero-order or steady sta·te equations (e:o ) and first-order or oscillatory 
equations '(E l ) , The higher powers of e: are disregarded in the present 
analysis, which consid.ers only linear response~ The assumed 
pressure oscillation and the dependent variables &re represented as 
follows: 
21 
p (t) 
T(r, t) T (r) +sTl(r)e iwt ~ 
0 
6 (r, t) 6 (r) +s6.(r)e iwt = 0' J-
ih(r) t) = m (r) + S • ( ) iwt 0 nil r e 
mf(t) mfo + S mfle 
iwt 
= (2-52) 
where Tl , 61 , ml , and mfl are complex quantities. 
2,3 Zero-Order Problem (Steady State) 
2.3.1 Equations. Substituting Equations (2-52) into 
Equations (2-41) to (2-51), yields the following zero-order, steady 
state equations: 
Liquid Phase r < 1 
~( r2 dT m ) o 0 0 dr - pif To = dr (2-53) 
IDfo =m constant 0 (2-54) 
Gas Phase r > 1 
!r ( r2 de 60 ) T 0 m 0 dr - = 0 0 (2-55) 
I-n A T 0-R(6 
q !J 0 T )n exp(-E/T ) = 0 o 0 
(2-56) 
Boundary Conditions 
(2-57) 
.,. ,. 
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r = 1 
-j' 
A 0 _ T 0 
( dT) (~T f dr s- - 0 dr s+ - m [(l-~)T + LJ o 0 (2-58) 
T (
d(80 - .To)J 
- = m (8 -. T 
o dr s+ 0 0 0 
- q) (2-59) 
8 - T 
o 0 
(2-60) 
r = 00 
8 = T = 1 
o 0 
(2-61) 
These zero-order equations are sufficiently general to allow 
for any ambient conditions, either adiabatic or non-adiabatic, Since 
most combustion chambers are essentially adiabatic, and monopropellants 
do not involve a local enthalpy defect in any stream, a condition of 
adiabatic c"mbu. tion can be applied to simplify the calculations. (This 
is only strictly true under the conditions of the present model which 
allows for temperature gradients in the liquid phase, If there is 
b"Ilk heating of the liquid, small enthalpy defects will arise in the 
spray,) This leads to the zero-order compatability condition between 
dimensionless prap-e.rties as follows: 
q = 1 - ~ Ti + L (2-62) 
The flame temperature can be computed from the dimensional 
form of Equation (2-62), 
2.3.2 Liquid PhaSe Solution, An analytical solution can be 
Db tained for the zero-order liquid phase EquatiOl, (2-53) from the 
· _., ___ .......... __ ..... ..r- I':i:i .. -,. 1..:' 
boundary conditions To ; Ti at r ; 0 and To 
follows: 
T at r 
os 
1, as 
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(2-63) 
The boundary condition of Equation (2-58) can now be simplified 
by substituting the derivative of Eq~ation (2-63) at r ; 1, and 
dTO ) ; th (T 
dr s+ a 0 (2-64) 
2.3.3 Gas Phase Solution. For the case of adiabatic 
combustion, integration of Equation (2-55) once; application of the 
boundary conditions at the liquid surface; and simplifying through the 
use of Equation (2-62), yields 
de 
dr 
o m 
a 
e 
a 
; - m 
o 
(2-65) 
Integrating Equation (2-65) again, after transformation to eliminate 
explicit dependent on T , yields after application of the outer 
a 
boundary condition 
8 1 
o 
a.s a consequence of adiabatic combustion. Substituting Equation 
(2-66) into Equations (2-59) and (2-60) yields 
L) 
s 
T ; 1 - a q exp(-Lf/T ) 
os OS 
(2-66) 
(2-67) 
(2-68) 
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Equation (2-68) may be solved with an iteration procedure for the 
temperature at the liquid surface. The outer boundary condition, 
Equation (2-61) is unchanged. 
The zero order problem is now reduced to the solution of a 
single, nonlinear, second order, ordinary differential equation, 
Equation (2-56). Equations (2-61), (2-67) and (2~68) provide three 
boundary conditions to define the problem and determine the eigenvalue, 
rn ~ 
o 
In the general case, Equation (2-56) is nonlinear and must be 
integrated numerically. Since any practical range of numerical 
integration must be finite with respect to r, the outer boundary 
condition, Equation (2-61) was handled by considering ehe asymptotic 
behavior of Equation (2-56) for large r, 
To find the form of Equation (2-56) for large r, let 
T ~ 1 - s T (1) 
o 0 (2-69) 
where S is a small parameter, The radial coordinate is also stt-etched 
by defining 
at 
r = i; n (2-70) 
where a' is a constant to be determined by proper matching, Keeping 
the lowest order terms, in T (1) the equation becomes: 
o ' 
( 
d T (1») d 2 0 d n n ---'d::-n- -ill o s -a' 
dT (1) 
o _ s2a' + n - 1 
dn n
2 A exp(-E) T (l)n = 0 
o 
(2-71) 
The form of the asymptotic solution depends upon the reaction 
order, fir The combustion of hydrazine which WaS considered in 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF '1'HE 
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References [3] and [11], was best represented by n = 2, which is also 
generally true for other monopropellam:s. In this case, a proper 
match of terms can be achieved by setting at = 0, and balancing 
convection against diffusion. The resulting asymptotic equation 
is: 
d 2 0 
( 
dT (1) 
-dr- r -""dr::--
with the outer boundary condition T (1) = 0, r = 00 from Equation 
a 
(2-69). Therefore, unlike the strand combustion caSe [3, 11] the 
asymptotic solution for drcplets for n = 2 does not: involve t:he 
(2-72) 
reac.tion rate term. This occurs since the area for heat conduction 
increases as r2 rather than remaining constant, incre.asing t:he 
significance of heat conduction at large distances from the liqUid 
surface~ 
The solution of Equation (2-72) satisfying the outer boundary 
condition yields: 
T 
o 
(2-73) 
at 1arbe r, where the small parameter ~ has been absorbed into the 
unknown conEtant, C~ The ::onstanr: C must be decermined by mac:!hing 
Equadon (2-73) with the numerical solution of Equatl.on (2-56) in 
conjunC~l.on with the appropria,te boundary sonditions at the liqUid 
surfa.ce~ 
values for 
C and 
Given A, the solution procedu.":e involves guessing 
ill ~ Starting values for the numerical solution (T 
o 0' 
dTo ) 
dt 
are determined from Equatl.on (2-73) at some large bur. finite value 
of r, Equation (2-56) is then integrated to the droplet surface, r 1, 
I 
I 
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using the fourth orde.r Hamming pradictor-correc.tor me.thod" At r ; 1, 
Equa.tions (2-67) and (2-68) must be satisfied) determining ill arid C 
0 
uniquely. Since Equation (2-56) is nonlinear, a double iter-atio!l 
technique must be used, The present procedure employed the Nel1ton-
Raphson method for this iteration. Ol1ce m and C are determined, o 
the outer boundary condition, Equation (2-61), is only satisfied 
at the true mathematical infinity, through Equation (2-73). 
2" 3.3.1 Solution for Smell A (Small Drop Limit). For a 
second order reaction, the parameter A in Equation (2-56) is 
2 proportional to (p *r *), Therefore, for small droplet sizes, A a s 
approaches zero a.l'::! the reaction terms may be neogleocted in the 
conser1Tation eoqClations. Under these conditions, Equation (2-56) may 
be inteograted to yieold theo follm.,ing implicit eoquation for theo 
teompera.ture distribu tion. 
m 11 - 1:. I ; T - T + (q - 1) D,t r 0 os 111 To + q - 1 {T + q - l} as 
The gasificati.on rate ill , may be determined by applying the outer o 
(2-74) 
boundary condition, T ; 1 when I' ; 00, in Equation (2-74) to yield o 
Iii = 1 - T + (q - 1) In [1 - (1 - T ) /q 1 o oS oS ~ (2-75) 
The liquid surface temperattire, T J can be dete!'mined from Equation as 
2.3.3,2 S0luti0Ilior Largeo A (Large Drop Limit) , At any 
preossure, A in=eases as the size of the droplet increases, With 
increasing A, the zero..,..order -reaction zone moves closer to the 
dropleot, reducing the influeNce of curvature on the solution. This 
is also accompanied by an increase in rna, although T remains OS 
I·,. .. N , l;~:', ,', 
-- -... .... ..... "'-.,,.~-
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unchanged, Reference to the liquid phase solution, Equation (2-63), 
indicates a rapid decay of temperature as one moves into the liquid 
phase, reducing the effect of curvature in this region as welL 
The above discussion indicates that at large A, the process 
approaches a c.0ndition where tempera,ture variation and reaction 
effects are confined to a thin region surrounding the liquid surface, 
with little effect "f curvature in the spherical coordinate system. 
HndeX' these conditione s the characteris,tics of droplet combustion 
and strand combustion approach one another and the results of 
References [3] and [11] can be applied directly to the droplet 
combustion problem. Therefore, it is only necessary to c"nvert the 
earlier zero-order results to the present notationo 
In References [3] and [lll, the expressioa for the liquid 
s11rface temperature is equiva1eat to Eq-uati"a (2-68) and ao change is 
required, Nader the preseat assumptioas, particularly unity Lewis 
number, the cur.va1,inear coordinate system has no influenc.e on the 
surface tempe'rature. Tais is also true in. cases wm.ere '(.ae Lewis 
number is not unity at the high actblation energy limit where the 
reaction zone is collapsed to a flame sheet [29J, 
In the case of strand combustion, the burning 'r.'a-.te eigenvalue 
is given in term~ of a parametE~r A as follows: 
s 
B* T *0 A * 
[ P'~ r A ""0 "0 M*R*~oo~ *' 2 s (p "V *) c ;, 000 ""0 P 
At the large droplet limit, with the combustion zoae close to the 
surfac.e, 
(2-76 ) 
m * = r *2 p * v * o s 000 000 
Therefore, m is given by 
o 
m = {AlA )1/2 
o s 
Knowledge of the droplet size and the chemical kinetic parameters 
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(2-77) 
(2-78) 
provides A; the quantity A is given as the eigenvalue 0f the zero 
s 
order solu,tion in References [3] and [11], c0mpleting the 
determination of m 0 
o 
2.4 Fi.st-Order Proplem 
2.4.1 Equations. Btilizing the general zero-order results, 
the first order equations reduce to the following. 
Liquid Phase r < 1 
constant 
Gas Phase r > 1 
T 2 dm1 . 2 . 2 T 
-- - l.Wr Tl = - lWr 
o dr 0 
d (r2 T :1) ill d81 r 2iW81 2 dr - dt' - = ~ r 0 0 T 
0 
dT 
o 
dr 
2 
r iw Tl 
T 
o 
(2-79) 
(2_80) 
(2-81) 
= 
(2-83) 
I 
· _., -- ...... - ----
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Boundary Conditions 
r = 0 
10 = 1 
mfl = ml 
dT ) dT ) 1 0 
Af dr = Tl dr + + 
s- s To ::t+ 
d(e. ~ T. ) 1 T 1 1 _ T 
a dr 1 
s+ 
dT. ) o 
dr 
s+ 
Tl = Tl + s s. 
-m [(l-i3)T +Ll -m (l-i3)T 1 0 - 0 1 
81 - Tl = a q E:XOP (-Lf/T 0) [:f~:L -1] 
0> 
Far frO>ID thE droplEt, 81 and Tl must approach a constant value< 
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(2-84) 
(2-85) 
(2-86) 
(2-87) 
(2~88) 
(2-89) 
The value of Kl depends upon the case under cons ideratio>n , For an 
unsteady gas phase, since 81 = 81 (t) at large r, thE constant can be 
determined by considering the behavior of E~uation (2-82) at large 
r 0 In this case, ~ = (,(-1) Iy which is the fo>rm for isentropic flow, 
In the ~fise of a q1.:lasi-ste.aay gas phas~, with transient 
effects still impo>rtant in the liquid phase, Kl is the amplitude of 
the ambient tempera'ture variation a1.:le to the varying energy content 
of the liquid at the surface of the dn:'oplet (resulting from transient 
energy storage in the liquid phase). In this case, Kl becomes a 
second eigenvclue in the solution to be determined along with 1\. At 
, 
Ii , 
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the limit where the liquid phase alsQ becomes quasi-steadY, the 
value of Kl goes to zero, since in the absence of transient energy 
storage in the liquid phase, Equation (2-62) must be satisfied, 
The equations for the first order are linear. Therefore, 
solutions can be combined to eliminate the need for iteration in 
order to determine illl and Kl , Since the limits of integration extend 
to infinity, asymptotic gas phase solutions are employed so that 
numerical C0mputations can be confined to a finite region. Numerical 
difficulties are encountered when integrating the liquid phase 
solutiQn to r ; 0, therefore an asymptotic analysis is employed in 
this regiQn as well. 
2.4.2 Liquid :Phase Solu<tiQn. Similar to the zero-Qrder case, 
the liquid phase sQlutiQn is cQmpleted by applying the boundary 
condition Tl ; Tls at r ; 1, ~lthough Tls is not generally known 
antil the gas phase solation is complete, This procedure allows 
the liquid phase solution to be decoupled from the gas phase. 
In order to simplify the subsequent discussion, Equation (2-80) 
may be rewritten as: 
(2-90) 
where 
(2-91) 
is a linear operator, and 
2 m 
Hl 
0 
r 
pifr 
2 (2-92) 
H2 
iw 
; -~ (2-93) 
I 
J 
.i 
The boundary conditions on Equation (2-90) are 
r = 0, T = 0 1 . r '" 1, 
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(2-94) 
T T 1 = 1s (2-95) 
The quantity m1 is an eigenYa1ue to be determined from t:he complete 
gas and liquid phase solutions. Exploiting the linearity of Equation 
(2-90), let 
(2-96) 
Equation (2-96) can be divided into homogeneous and particular parts 
(2-97) 
where K and K ,~ are constants to be determined from the boundary T T 
conditions. The differential equations then become 
L{T *} = H 1P 3 (2-98) 
The yalues of Kr and KT* are selected to match the boundary condition 
a~ :<.~ = 1, to yield 
(2-99) 
In orde, to match the liquid and gas phase solutions, the 
derivative ~f Tl at the liqui.d surface is required" Combining 
Equatians (2-96), (2-97) and (2-99) this quantity is 
-- ---.-.. 
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(2-100) 
where 
(2-101) 
H = A [(dT1PJ. - (T1PS_*).(~. 1 
5 f. dr s- T1Hs_ dI]s- (2-102) 
The behavior of Equation (2~98) at small ·r yields the 
following asymptotic forms for T11I and T1P *, as r -+ 0 
(2-103) 
('r - T.) (1 - .!:- ) exp {~ (1 - !.)} 
as 1. I PfO f r (2-104) 
EquatioRs (2-103) and (2-104) formally satisfy the bouRdary condition 
TI + 0, as r + 0, The arbitrary constant in the homogeneous 
equatioR has been absorbed iRtO KT and KT*. 
The solution procedure involves employing Equ&tions (2-103) 
and (2-104) to generate starting values for the numerical integration 
of Equ.ations (2-98) at Some small b",t non-zero va1",e of r. The 
equations are iategrated to the liq-uid surface, allowing the evaluation 
of 1I4 aRd HS from Eqaations (2-101) and (2-102). S",bstitution of 
these quantities into Eq'uation (2-100) provides the needed expression 
in the gas phase bouRdary conditions. Once Tls and mfl are determined 
from the gas phase solutioR, EquatioRs (2~96), (2-97), and (2-98) 
allow complete determination of T1 in the liquid phase. 
204,3 Quasi-Steady Gas Phase Solution, A number of 
simplifications are available for the analysis when the gas phase 
, 
-l 
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can be assumed to be quasi-steady. This limit arises since 
frequ.ency effects appear as W in the gas phase and w/o f in the 
liquid phase, -1 At atmospheric pressure, for hydrazine, of has 
the value 2071, and under these conditions .• transient effects in the 
liquid become important at frequencies substantially below the 
frequencies where gas phase transients are encountered, Since of 
is proportional to the mean pressure, the gap between the two 
characteristic frequencies progressively becomes smaller as the 
pressure increases. 
At the quasi-steady gas phase lim!Lt, rill = mfl , a constam:, 
For adiabatic combustion, consideration of the overall energy 
balance and integration of Equation (2-82) shows that 81 = Kl , a 
constant as welL Equation (2~83) can then be simplified to yeild 
where 
L' 
and 
Al = 2 ('~ dT 0 + 1. ) _ 
T dr r 
" 0 
m 
o 
r2T 
o 
2 
I d To " 2 dTo 
-" --+----+ Td2 rTdr 
oro 
w q 
o 
T 
o 
q n 
T (1 
o 
dT 
o 
dr 
n it 1 (1 T) + -2". 
o T J 
w 
o 
T ) 
o 
o 
(2-105) 
(2-106) 
(2-107) 
(2-108) 
(2-109) 
(2-110) 
q w n 
AS = - ~T~o,-" -
o 
The boundary conditions a,t r = 1 become 
, 
\ 
where 
D I dT1 ) , + D 
1 I dr s+ 2 
D1 = T os 
D = '( dTo )" _ m (1-13) 
2 dr s+ 0 
(l-S)T + L + Hs os 
F = - T 1 os 
F = m 3 0 
F 4 = (1 ~ T os - q) 
a q L f G1 = 1 + 2 exp (-Lf/T ) T os 
o 
G = a q exp(-Lf/T ) 2 os 
The outer bounda.ry c.ondition is r -+ 00, Tl + K13 
Again exploiting linearity, define 
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(2-111) 
(2-112) 
(2-113) 
(2-114) 
(2-115) 
(2-116) 
(2-117) 
(2-118) 
(2-119) 
(2-120) 
(2-121) ~ 
(2-122) 
(2-123) 
f 
• -. --- ......... !"J" ... .,.,'f" 
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A 
T1 = T1 + m1 T1* + K1 T1 (2-124) 
5e?arating the functions in Equation (2-124) into homogeneous and 
particular parts 
where 
L'{T *} 1P 
(2-125) 
(2-126) 
The parameters K, K* and K are constants which can be selected to 
satisfy any of the boundary conditions, Since the outer boundary 
condition can be handled by the asymptotic solution of Equations 
(2-126), Equation (2-114) was chosen to determine the values of the 
K's. This yields 
(2-127) 
K* = -T */T 1Ps 1Hs+ (2-128) 
- (1 - ). K = G
1 
- T1PS+. /T1Hs+ (2-129) 
The remaining two boundary conditions at r = 1, Equations (2-112) 
and (2-113), can be employed to determine the values of '"1 and K1' 
The result: is 
~~1~·,1·· 
. , 
where 
- D 3 
Dl (d'i\) + D 
dr s+ 2 
A 
(dT ) A 
J13 ~ - D -.l. -D TIS 1 dr s+ 2 
(dT *) J 2l ~ Fl --±- + F T * - F4 dr s+ 2 Is 
(dT *) J 22 ~ Fl d; + F2 Tls+ - F 
s+ 3 
J 23 ~ 
(dT ) 
Fl o1/
s
+ 
- F 2 Tls+ 
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(2-130) 
(2-131) 
(2-132) 
The derivatives in these expressions are obtained by differentiating 
Equations (2-125) noting that the K's are constantso 
In order to complete the solution, the asymptotic forms of 
Equations (2~126) at large r must be solved. Proceeding in the 
same manner as the zero-order case, the result is 
r+'" 
TIR = T = T * = 1 - exp(-m /r) lP lP 0 
(2-133) 
Equations (2-133) automatically satisfy the outer boundary condition 
of the gas phase solution. 
! 
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The solution is obtained by calculating Dl , D2 , D3 , FI , F2 , 
F3 1 F4 , Gl and G2 from the zero-order solution and the solution of 
the first order liquid phase" The parameters Al - AS are also 
available from the zero order solution. Equations (2-133) are used 
to generate starting values for the differential equations given by 
Equations (2-126) at some large but finite value of r. These 
equations are then integrated to the surface of the droplet. The 
A 
parameters K, K* , and K can then be determined from Equations (2-127) 
A 
to (2-129) • When these parameters are ascertained, Tis' TIs * , 
TIs' and the derivatives of these quantities can be determined from 
Equations (2-12S) and their derivatives. Determining the J .. terms 
~J 
from Equations (2-132) then allows Kl and ml to be found from Equations 
(2-130) and (2-131). If desired, Tl can then be evaluated as a 
function of r from Equation (2-124) for the gas phase (yielding TIS) 
and from Equation (2-96) for the liquid phaF". 
2.S Wet Bulb Limit Equations 
In the early phases of the lifetime of a droplet, and for 
large droplets having strong decomposition effects, substantial 
temperature gradients exist within a drop 1, ,,[30]. The present 
investigation examines this limit by considering liquid temperatures 
at the center of the droplet that are lower than the equilibrium 
surface temperature" 
In the la ter stages of drople t gasification, particularly 
for small droplets with relatively weak monopropellant decomposition 
effects, temperatures throughout the droplet approach the l:Lquid 
surface temperature [30]. This can also occur due to circulation 
!LITY OF Tll1~ ;,~ REl'RODULC~A.GE IS POOR 
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in the liquid phase; however, this effect is difficult to determine 
quantitatively. When temperatures throughout the dropJ.et are equal 
to the surface temperature, droplet conditions are often referred 
to as combustion at the wet bulb stace. In order to cover the complete 
range of possibilities, the present calculations also consider 
response at the wet bulb state. In both cases; however, rhe overall 
combustion process is assumed to be adiaba.tico 
The distinction in the determination of property values for 
the temperature gradient and wet bulb cases may be seen as follows. 
For adiabatic combustion, the flame temperature is given by the 
dimeLsiona1 form of Equation (2-62) 
Iolith temperature gradients present, T." can be specified (as the 
~ 
(2-134) 
liquid injection temperature, for example) and the flame tempera1:ure 
can then be obtained from Equation (2-134). The other dimensionless 
variables are determined from Equations (2-22), and the liquid 
surface temperatm:e from Equation (2-68). 
For wet bulb combustion, liquid tempexatures are. uniform and 
T *- ;=: 'r ~~ and both Ti* and T -J~ are unknown~ In this case, i as' 000 
Equation (2-134) and the dimensional form of Equarion (2-68) are 
solved simultaneously to yield T." and T *, followed by the 
~ "'0 
determination of the dimensionless variables through Equations 
(2-22). 
· . -.. -
CHAPTER III 
STEADY STATE DROPLET RESULTS 
3,1 Introduction 
The physical property values and the chemical kiner-ic 
parametsrs used in the calculations are ::r.epresenta.tiv€; of hydrazine 
decompositiouc The specific. values, summarized in Table l, aye 
identical to those used by Allison and Faeth [11). 
A second order reaction cor'!elates the strand burning rate 
of hydrazine at pressures above 1 atmosphere [11). For steady state 
conditions, the theo'!:etical burning rate is relatively insensitive 
to variations in the activation energy~ However, for oscillatory 
combustion, the acti~7a.tion energy influences bach the amplitude 
a.nd phase of the combustion response of strands. Allison and Faeth 
[11] fou.nd tha" the value of E* given in Table 1 gave good 
agreement between ~heJreti~al and e4~erimental response determinacians 
over their test 'tange. This value also agrees 'tvith earlier valuEe 
reported for hydrazine decomposition [31) < Hith the act:iva1:ion 
energy given, the value of B* is found by matching the steady strand 
burning rates. 
3ft2 Temperature Dist-ribution 
In order to check the a~curacy of the zero-order model, 
predicted and measured liquid surface. temperatures were compared as 
a function ~f pressure, The theoretical pred~~tion of liquid surface 
temperatures is independent of geometry under the u.nity Le,;is number 
assumption, Therefore, the. comparison is identical tc that made in 
~ I .. , ' • I 
---
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Table 1 
Properties Used in the Theoretical Model 
Property 
a*(N/m2) 
B*(m3 /Kg-s) 
Cf*(KJ/Kg-K) 
C *(KJ/Kg-K) p 
E*(KJ/Kg-mo1) 
L*(KJ/Kg) 
Le 
M*(Kg/Kg-mo1) 
n 
q*(KJ /Kg) 
R*(KJ/Kg-mol-K) 
Ti * (K) 
T *(0) 
OOQ -
y 
I) 
A/ (J /m-s-K) 
),. * (J /m~s_k) 
000 
3 p/(Kg/m ) 
--'-
Value 
3.0078 x 1010 
8.385 x 1010 
3.0961 
3.0961 
111700 
1715 
40794 
], 
24 
2 
8.3144 
298 
1345 
1.126 
o 
0.390 
0.176 
1000 
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Reference [lll between measured and predicted surface temperatures 
in the strand combustion case. These results have been replotted 
and are shown in Figure 2, The agreement is good throughout: the 
pressure range of the meaSurements (.51~1908 atm,). 
The test conditions shown in Figure 2 involved a liquid 
temperature of 29S c K far from the liquid surface, This is 
representative of a non-wet bulb condition, with the liquid temperature 
inc.reasing as the f.H:lrface is approacheciL A theoretical calculation 
for the wet bulb state is also presented in Figure 2, where the 
liquid temperatur·e is constant, For the wet bulb case, no energy 
is requ.ired to raise the liquid to the vaporization temperature) 
resulting in a higher surface temperature than the non-wet bulb case 
(for a given pressure) 0 
Steady state calculati0ns were completed OYer a range of A 
(essentially representing OLroplet size variati0as) and pressure 
for both n0n-wet bulb (with a centerline droplet temperature of 298°K) 
and wet bulb conditioas 0 
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate liquid and gas phase temperature 
6 2 profiles for non-wet bulb conditions at a pressure of 10 N/m 
(appro.rima.tely 10 atm,), Curves are p10tted for various values of A. 
When A = 0, there is aegligible reactioa ia the gas phase surrouading 
the droplet, and the procass corresp,mds to simple dr0plet evapor·ation. 
In this case, temperature variations are gradual and the effect of 
curvature in the spherical c00rdinate system is imp0rtant, As A 
(droplet size) increases at a given pressure, the rate of 
gasification also increases. The greater liquid flow rate toward the 
surface 0f the drople t tend.s to sweep back the temperature profile 
500" 
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o 
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T* =1345K 000 
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o 
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Figure 3 Steady Sta.te Liquid Phase Tempe::a.tures as a 
Function of A at Approximately 10 Atm, Pressure 
(Non-Wet Bulb Conditions) 
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in the liquid phase (Figure 3), The increased reaction rate also 
causes the combustion zone in the gas phase to approach the liquid 
surface as shown in Figure 4. Therefore, as A increases, temperatu-re 
gradients become confined to the region near the liquid surface and 
the effect of curvatare is reduced. These conditions correspond to 
the large drop limit, where strand combustion is similar to adiabatic 
droplet combustion. 
Figure 5 shows gas phase temperata"e distributions for the wet 
IDulb case, T"ith remaining conditions s-imilar to the calculations shown 
in Figure 4. For wet-bulb conditions the liquid temperature is 
constant and e'!ual to the sarface temperature. These gas phase 
temperature profiles are similar to the non-wat bulb .:.,;ase, becoming 
steeper as the yalue of A increases. The major d::.fference is the 
slightly higher temperature at the liqaid s1Jlrface for wet bulb 
conditions. 
5 2 7 2 Calculations completed for pressures of 10 N/m and 10 N!m 
(approximately 1 and 100 atm,) gave results that are generally 
similar to those shown in Figures 3-5. 
3.3 Nass Buraing Rates 
The mass burning rate of a li,!aid droplet depencls on the size 
of the droplet (at a given pressure) and approaches two asymptotic 
limits: the large drop and small. &rap limit burniRg rates, The 
small dro.p limit represen.·ts a droplet vaporizing without reaction, 
and the large drop limit approximates a ORe-dimensional liquid sr.rand 
with the flame very close to the liquid surface. The intermediate 
drop siz·es or transition range constitute the maj ority of drops that 
are distributed between the two asymptotic limits, 
To 
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Figure 6 shows the steady state maSS burning rates as a 
function of A at 1 atmosphere pressure for non-wet bulb conditions, 
The complete steady state solution clearly approaches the large and 
small drop limits. In order to plot rh as a function of A at the large o 
drop limit, values of A were obtained from the strand combustion s 
calculations [11], Equa.tion (2~78) then yields the large drop limit 
masS burning rate, m ,as a function of A. The small drop limit 
°LBL 
masS burning rate, m ,is calClulated directly from Equations 
°SBL 
(2-68) and (2-75) and is independent of A, 
An approximation to the complete steady state solution is 
shown in Figure 6. The approximation was obtained by simply adding 
the small and. large drop mass burning rates at each va.lue of A, a.s 
follows: 
m 
o (3-1) 
The a.pproximation of Equation (3~l) yields a maximum error of 
approximately 12% over the entire range of A, Equation (3-1) will 
be used later to evaluate spray comb us tion cha'racteristics sine:.e it 
can be readily integrated to determine droplet lifetimes, 
Data on hydrazine combustion was available from experimental 
work done by Allison and Faeth [9]. This study involved droplet 
burning in a combustion gas under decomposition c.onditions, for 
various droplet si~es, a,t atmospheric. prrassurB. The data was 
limited tQ the ambient temperature range 1660-2530 o K; therefore, it 
was necessary to extrapolate the measurements to the 1345°K ambient: 
temperature of the present study. The values used in the experimental 
comparison shown in Figure 6 are summarized in Table 2, The a.greement 
,. 
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Figure 6 Theoyetical and Experimental Steady State Droplet Gasification Rates at Approximat.ely 1 Atm, Pressure (Non-!Vet Bulb Conditions) 
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between the predicted and measured burning rates is seen to be 
reasonably goed. lending confidence to the theoretical modeL 
Table 2 
Steady Droplet Burning Rate Data (Non-Wet Bulb)a 
d *(diameter) 
s () 41fmo* x 10
6 
(Kg/s) 
aExtrapolated to Troo" = 
atmospheric p,ressure" 
mm, 
1.3 ,70 
6,3 L4 
19.1 135 
1345K from data of Reference [9J aL 
Non-wet bulb cond~tions, T." = 298K. ~ 
Burning rate results at atmospheric pressure for wet bulb 
concl:itions are illustrated in Figure 7 ~ The genel'a.l behavior is 
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similar to the non-wet bulb conditions; the major difference involves 
a slight in="ase in the burning rate throughout the entire range of 
/J., 
Theor"tical mass burning rates at pressures of 10 and 100 
atmflsheres were completed and gave results very similar tD Figures 6 
and 7. In all caseS the transiti,m region between the large and small 
droplet limits falls approximately in the range 104 < A < 109 . The 
approximation of Eq~ation (3-1), was found to provide a good 
representation of the data (with maximum errors on the order of 10%) 
over the entire rsnge of the calculations ~ 
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In order to employ the approximate burning rate expression, 
it is necessary to have values for m 
°SDL 
and A • 
s 
These quantities, 
along with surface temperature predictions, are summarized in Table 
3, over a range of pressures, for both wet bulb and non-wet bulb 
c.onditions~ 
Table 3 
Summary of Steady State Calculations 
P T. T T *(K) T "(K) m A 
0 ~ os os 000 
°SDL s 
Non Wet Bulb Condi tion.s 
105 
.221 .278 374 1345 .544 1.432 x 107 
106 .221 .335 450 1345 .509 1.432 x 107 
107 .221 .418 562 1345 .454 1.432 x 107 
11et Bulb Condi tions 
105 
.266 .266 376 1417 .603 6.205 x 106 
106 .306 .306 457 1498 .629 2.660 x 106 
107 .359 .359 582 1623 ,668 8.162 x 105 
With increasing pressure, the surface tsmpe!:ature increases in 
all cases. As noted earlier, the wet bulb surface temperature 
slightly exceeds the non-wet bulb surface temperature at each pressure. 
The nondimensional surface temperatures are lower for the wet bulb 
condition at a given pressure even though the dimensional surface 
temperatures are higher, This is due to the fact that at the we t 
bulb condition, the flame temperat>,res and ambient temperatures 
(T *) are also higher. At the non-wet bulb limit, for fixed 
"'0 
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centerline temperature, the ambient temperature is independent of 
pressure~ 
\~i1e A is relatively constant with pressure at non-wet 
s 
bulb conditions, A decreases with increasing pressure for the wet 
s 
bulb case, significantly increasing the mass burning rates for the 
larger drops a.t a given value of A.. This effect is due to increased 
reaction rates for the higher flame temperatures of wet: bulb combustion, 
at elevated pressures~ 
At non-wet bulb conditions, m decreases with increasing 
°SDL 
pressure due to the reduction in the temperature difference between 
the ambient gas and the .~i..iquid surface. 1!~'Jr the wet bulb case I the 
increased ambient temperature compensates for this effect and there 
is a slight increase in ill with increasing pressure e 
°SDL 
Using the properties of Table 1, the droplet size range 
corresponding to the transition region (taken to be 104 <. A < 109) 
is Ehown in Table 4" As the pressure increases, the droplet size 
for the onset of the large drop limit is reduced. Notably, 1:he size 
range of technological importance for actual combustors falls 
largely in the transition region. At higher pressures, howeve:r, a 
greater percentage of tlte droplets present in a spray can be 
represented by large d:rop limit results. 
.. , ... 
Table 4 
Droplet Size Range of Transition Regiona 
p * x 105 
o 
1 
10 
100 
d * - d s . 
m~n 
25-7500 
2.5-750 
.25-75 
s 
max 
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CHAPTER IV 
FIRST-ORDER RESULTS 
4.1 Intro~uction 
At 'lezy low frequencies, the liquid and gas phases respond 
rapidly to changes in the forcing function and a total quasi-steady 
analysis is sufficient~ As the osc.illation frequency is increased, 
the liquid response is not rapid enough as the characteristic 
frequency of the liquid phase thermal wave is approached, reCj:uiring 
an unsteady analysis of the liCj:uid phase. As the frequency approaches 
the characteristic frequency of the gas phase thermal wave, both the 
liquid and gas phases are unsteady. At extremely high frequencies, 
both the liquid and gas phases are unable to respond at all, and a 
steady 'state approximation can be assumed ~ 
In order to analyze response, the bu-rniag rate response 
function is utilized [1). In the present notation this quantity is 
(4-1) 
where Re denotes the real part; i.e., that portion of the burning 
rate oscillation that is in.-paase with the pressure osc.ilJ.atiorl~ For 
instability, P mlist be positive and of order unity (the exact value 
1: 
depends upon the degree of damping present) at a point in the 
combustion chamber wber?_ tl~e pressure is varying. It must: be 
understood that a droplet with P > I will not in itself cause 
r-
instability, but rather the StL'l1 of the responses of all the droplets 
within the combu.stion chamber mus t be greater than the available 
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damping, in oLder for the combustion oscillation to 
grow. 
4.2 Small Drop, Low Frequ,mcy Limit 
This section considers behavi0r at low frequencies for the 
small droplet or evaporative limit. Figure 8 illustrates both the 
wet and non-wet bulb response function, P , and the magnitude of 
r 
the surfa.ce temperature oscillation, Tls ' pl0tted as a function of 
pressure.. The frequency for this plot is zero so that both the 
gas and liquid phases are quasi-steady. (The present analysis is not 
formally valid at w = 0, since the mean droplet size varies during an 
oscillation at this condition; therefore, the plot should be taken 
as representative of conditions where it is still valid to assume 
that both gas and liquid phases are quasi-steady, but with sufficiently 
high freq,uency so that changes in mean size can be ignored during a 
period nf oscillation.) 
A.t this c::mcl.ir:iou, the response function is negal,ive., with 
a. ~elatiyely small magnitude, and with iRcreasing pressure, the 
response function becomes more negative. This is in contrast to 
results fo~ bip?GP€~lant combustion where the response func£ion 
generally .e:pp:,oarhes zero or a positj_ve limit for small We 
At this- low freq aency limit, the ambien t temp:lerature is 
constant since there is no transieRt energy storage in either phase. 
the surface tt .iper3.1:ure varies in phase with the pressure oscillation, 
and its magnitude illcreases as the prE:ssure increases. This follows 
primarily ITom ·the fo,t111 of th.e vapor pressure curve~ At the quasi-
steady limit 
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(4-2) 
therefore, since T increases with increasing mean pressure T 
oS J Is 
increases accordingly. 
At the Same limit, using the resl.:l.lts for T Is 
·-T 
;,s 
+T 
os 
(4-3) 
This approximate formula indicates negative response at the quasi-
steady limit. Hith increasing pressli're, T increases, providing a 
oS 
larger aegative response. 
Physically, the aegative response at the totally quasi-s teady 
limit is caused by the fact tha,t the gasificatj.oR rate decreases ,"'lS 
the surface temperathlre increases (fo;r a cotlstant ambient temperature). 
Therefore, pressures ahove t11e mean result iR reduced gasification 
rates, and pressure.s below the mean res,ulc in increased g-asificatioR 
rates--yielcl.iRg a negative response. At Ifligher freql.!lencies, energy 
can be temporarily stored in the liq'lllid or gas phases, caJ.:lsing a 
fluctuatioR in the ambient temperatl.!lre which can c,ornpensate for the 
sUlrface temperatl.!lre fluctuatioR. ':Chis modifies Ci,le response fo'r 
small droplets as will be discClssed later. 
1,.3 Large Drop Limit 
Hoving from tIle evaporative limit (small drop limit) to the 
large drop limit, much greater response is observed for monpropellant 
droplets. Figllres 9-11 illustr8:te the non-wet balb response as a 
functioa of freqC1ency (dimensionless frequency for strand com1:ustion 
from Reference [11]) for the large droplet limit at mean pressures of 
p. 
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1, 10 and 100 atmospheres. Figures 12-14 show similar results at 
wet bulb conditions. In addition to the quasi-steady gas phase 
approximation, results for the completely uns teady gas phase are also 
shown. The non-wet bulb resHlts are replotted from the calculations 
of Reference [11], "hile the "et bulb results "ere calculated by the 
present author t 
The conversion of ro and r l , the strand burning rate and its 
perturbation, is straight~forward at the large drop limit, namely 
(4-4) 
since r = 1. The dimensionless freqHency for the strand combustion 
a 
case, w
s
' is relatea to the present dimensionless frequency by 
- (A /A)w 
s 
(4-5) 
In all cases, the response approaches unity at low frequencies, 
where both liqHid and gas phases are quasi-steady. This follows from 
the fac.t that the bhlrning rate is proport_ional to pressure, uRder 
steady conditions, for a second-order reaction [11). 
\oJith increasing frequency, at Ron-~vet bulb conditions, a 
peak is obRQ.rved in the respoRse plot at freql.!lencies near the 
characteris·tic frequency of the liquid phase, Beyond this peak, the 
quasi-steady gas phase solution giVeS a continuously dec.1J.ning 
response. The peak is absent in the wet bulb case, with the response 
showing a nQticable decline at the liquid phase characteristic 
frequency. This increasing contrast between the two cases will be 
discussed la,ter in more detail~ 
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At bigber frequencies, tbe analysis allQl,ing for transient 
gas phase effects begins 1:0 diverge from the quasi-s teady gas phase 
solution < Substantial differences between the two models are. 
-1 
encountered for values of w on the order of 10 ) which represents 
s 
frequencies near the charac teris tic frequency of the gas phase. At 
dimensionless frequencie.s on the order of unity, a second !"esponse 
peak is observed, in all cases, for the complete uns teady gas pha.se 
solution. This peak is clearly associated with gas phCiee transient 
effec ts and yields maximum values of P r 8n the order 8£ uni ty . 
With increasing pressure, the frequencies of the two response peaks 
approach one another due t.o the increase in gas densi ty > 
Table 5 lists the frequencies from Figures 9-14 where large 
dToplets have a positive response, the liquid thermal wave 
characteristic frequencies, and the gas thermal wave chara:.teris tic 
frequencies, In considering this table, it should be reoalled that 
acoustic instability in rocket engine combustion chambers is 
generally associated wii;;h the frequency :range 500-30,000 Hz [lJ 
At pressures below 10 atmosphsres, rasponse peaks dr.e '::... gas phase 
transient effects largely fall within this range, At pressures above 
10 atmospheres) 'response peaks due to gas phase. tr-ansient etfec.:ts 
decline in importance since they are associated wir.h very high 
frequenc.ies~ In this pressure range, liquid phase phenomen.a are 
more significant, providing response peaks in the critical frequency 
range~ Since the pressure range usually encountered in rocket: 
engines is above 10 atmosphere:s, gas phase transient effects do not 
a.ppear to be a major factor in causing instability for hydra.zine 
fueled engines, Based on this finding, further analysis in the 
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Table 5 
Critical Frequency Ranges for Hydrazine Strand Combustion 
(Non-Het Bulb Conditions) 
Liquid Thermal Gas Thermal 
l.Jave Liquid Have Gas 
Mean Characteristic Transient Char ac teris tic Transient 
Pressure Frequency Range Frequency Range 
(N/m2) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) 
'i 10- 0.02 < 1.8 210 270-1,900 
106 2.1 < 84a 2,100 2,100-170,000 
107 210 < l,800 a 21,000 27,000<b 
(l.Jet Bulb Conuitions) 
Liquid Thermal Gas Thermal 
Have Liquid Have Gas 
"lean Characteristic Transient Characteristic Transient 
Pressure Frequency Range Frequency Range 
(N/m2) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) 
105 0, 02 < 2 210 330-1500 
106 L 8 < 130 2,100 2,100-18,000 
107 180 < 6700 c 21,000 6,700 c-190,OOO 
~iquid t~ansient range ends where transient gas curve inter'sects 
P = 0, 
r 
bGas transient range begins where second gas transient peak intersects 
P = o. 
r 
~iquid transient 
low point in gas 
range e.nds where gas transient range begins l at 
transient curve at approximately P = 0.14. 
r 
" 
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transition region, between the large and small droplet regimes, ,,,as 
limited to the case of quasi-steady gas phase effects, 
The magnitude of the unsteady gas phase response peaks 
approach unity at elevated pressures; however, these response peal-:.s 
ar<, smaller in magnitude than the transiEmt liquid phase response 
peak for the non-wet bulb caSe. Also, the unsteady gas phase peak 
occurs near or beyond the maximuIIl probable frequencies th.at cause 
instability, Table 6 lists the frequencies where the unsteady liquid 
and gas phase response peaks occur. At the higher pressures, the 
unsteady gas phase response peak is outside the critical instabili\:y 
frequency range, 
Table 6 
Frequencies of the Ullsteady Gas and Liquid Phase Response Peaks 
Hean 
Pressure Liquid 
(NhIl2) 
(Non-He\: Bulb Condition) 
105 
10 6 
10 7 
(\Vet Bulb Conditiol1) 
105 
10 6 
10 7 
rfransient Peak Gas 
(Hz) 
0.u4 
17 
1100a 
Transient 
(Hz) 
528 
11,000 
110,000 
670 
6,700 
67,000 
a Corresponds with first gas phase transient analysis peak. 
Peak 
• 
• 
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4.4 Complete Solution 
Figures 15-17 ShOl, t.he quasi-steady gas phase non-wet bulb 
response as a function G£ frequenc.y at various drop sizes) ranging 
from the small drop to the large drop limit. As A increases, the 
response increases) caused by the c.ombustion zone moving closer to 
the liquid surface, At an A of approx~mately 107 , a peak in the 
response t;:ur,re develops, increasing in magnitude and frequency as 
the drop size increasEs, until the large drop approximates the on8-
dimensional strand near the value of A :::; 1010 ~ As the px'essur6 
increases, the peaks increase in magnitude and mO\:l'e to highe;: 
fre'lClencies. It should be noted that when A = 1010 , transient gas 
paase e££e(!ts begin to appear at a,pproximately w = 6 98 x 101 • This 
corresponds to w = 10-1 . 
s 
11he quasl-s-ceady \<let bulb responses are plottsd in Figures 
18-20, as a fun::tion of frequency for the complete range of drop 
sizes ~ As in the non-wet hulb case, the response increases wi.th 
increasing A; however, no response peaks are oeserved ~ D'.::oplet 
combustion response, is \'1611 approximate.ci by the one-dimGnsiona1 strand 
at values of A greater thaR 1010 , 
In order to better understand the difference iN the response for 
the wet and non-wet bulb cases, an iuYestigation. of the. :irst-;)yder 
--l;Lquid phase temperatu-re distribution was undertaken~ 
Figure 21 shmvs the non-wet bulb perturbation surfae,e 
temperature, magnitude and phase angle, as a Eun~tion of frequen':y 
10 for a pressure of 10 atmospheres and A = 10 . At 1mV' frequencies 
the surface temperature, 'ris j is iR-phase with the pressure 
osc.illation. Hhen the frequeRs.y in.creases, a peak occurs in the 
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magnitude of T, , which corresponds with the response peak. It is 
_s 
also observed, that when the peak does occur, TIS leads the forcing 
function until the peak is reached, while at higher frequencies, TIS 
lags the pressure oscillation, 
Figure 22 is a plot of the first-order liquid phase temperattlre 
distribution near the drop surface for a sinusoidal oscillation at a 
nondimensional frequency of 1,6, a pressure of 10 atmospheres, and 
A ~ 1010. This plot further illustrateo the TIS phase lead. A 
frequency of 1.6 corresponds to the maximum phase lead in Figure 21 
for the perturbation surface temperature at 10 atmospheres, As the 
pressure wave oscilla,tes at w = 1 0 6, TIS also oscillLes at 
approximately 4 degrees ahead of the pressure. TIs is un",t,le to 
stay in-pllase with the pressure oscillatioR at this frequency because 
the large values of Tls induce steep temperature gradients Rear the 
liquid surface which act as heat sinks. The increased heat loss 
from the surface aue to this gradient causes the temperature peak to 
precede the pressure peak for this range of frequeRdes (and 
c.onve.rsely at r:he minimum pressure and temperature re.gions)~ 
Figure 23 shows the magnitude and phase angle of the wet 
bulb perturbation .surface temperature. as a funct:i On of frequency at 
10 10 atmospheres for A = 10 Ie is observed that TIs never leads the 
preSSl:lre oscillation in this case, in contras'c to nOR-Wet bulb 
conditions (Figure 21). 
In order to better unde::.:-stand this phenomena., a plot similar 
to Figure 22 is introduced, Figure 24 is aR illustration of the 
liquid phase first-order temperature distribution near the drop 
surface at w = 50, a pressure of 10 atmospheres, and A ~ 1010 , In 
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this case Tls lags the pressure oscillation by approximacely 5.5 
degrees. The wet bulb caSe differs from the non-wet bulb condition 
because of the constant zero-order mean liquid phase temperature, 
wtlich reduces the steepness of the first-order temperar:ure gradient:s 
in the liquid phase near the surface. 
The only two types of monopropellant drcplecs Wllich have been 
considered, are the we t bulb drople t tvith a zero mean temperatur'e 
gradient (constant mean temperature) and ehe non-wet bulb droplet wirh 
a steep mean temperatuX"'e gradient~ For the pa'rame.::'ers listed in 
Table 1, a response peak is observe.d in the non-wet bulb :ase, ,,·}hile 
the opposite is true for the wet bulb case Under realiseic 
conditions, ehe droplets will have te.mperature gradients ranging 
between the wet and non-wet bulb limits ~ 
From the present study it can be concluded chat a response 
peak will only occur when the mean tempe:raturl? gradient near the 
droplet surface has sufficient sceepness so that enough energy will 
flow from the surface tm"ards the center of the drop, causing the 
perturbation sUl.:':Eace temperature to lead the. pressure. ~ Hhen the 
mean temperflture gradient is not stee.p enough, the perturbation 
surfa.ce temperature will nH"ller. le.ad the preSS-utec A.lso, a.s the 
droplet size dec.reases while it is reacting, the liquid temperature 
gradient will tend to approach the ~V'et bulb limit; thus, eliminating 
the response peak~ 
Once the response peak begins to appear, TIs leads the pressure 
wave. As the frequency is increased, the non-wet bulb r.emperature 
gradient loses its influence on the droplet surface, enabling ehe 
TIs phase angle to begin to decrease. h'llen the frequency is fur cher 
81 
increased, the first-order surface temperature and the pressure wave 
are again in-phase; thus, the burning rate is maximized and the 
response peak is reached. Any additional increase in frequency 
"ill decrease the response as the lag in surface temperature 
continues to increase. 
,/ 
CHAPTER V 
SPRAY COMBhlSTION MOBEL 
As discussed earlier, a combustion chamber will become unstable 
when th" total response "f all the dr"plets in the spray exceeds the 
available damping, Using the droplet resp"nse results "f the 
.9revi"us chapter, an analysis "f spray resp"nse will n"t be undertaken. 
5.1 pescripti"nof the GeneralN~del 
For the spray combustion m0del, the spray is assumed to be 
;:elatively ""nfined, with the pressu,re. field identical for all parts 
of the spray. 
The open-10op response functi"n f"r an individual dr"p is 
defined "n page 130 "f Reference [lJ as f0110ws: 
P = R '. 
{
"ffi,'" , p*} 
r e. p*' ifi* I (5-1) 
when:.! p*' and m*' are the ins tantaneeus pertllrbation:s of pressure and 
burning ~'ate, and p* and ili* are the re,spective steady state 'ralhles, 
F0r am0n0disperse spray, Equation (5-1) can be extended t" 
compute the t"tal response "f a spray consisting of numerous drops 
"f varying sizes as foll"ws: 
p 
rt 
where \;' and ffiT*' are the respective t"tal steady state and 
perturbation mass burning rates "f all the dr"ps in the spray. 
(5-2) 
• 
i 
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The total number of droplets in a spray, N, ts 6',1,;;.1 tu the 
droplet injection rate multiplied by the droplet lifet cine, The 
number of droplets in a size increment dr * is Nfdr *, where f is a 
s s 
functio.n of r ,~, pressure, and the combv.stion characteristics. The 
s 
fraction of dropleue in a given interval <1'8* is fdrs *. 
With these definitions, the total steady state mass burning 
rate for all dro?s in the spray is 
00 ; J Nf4I1mo'~ 
o 
dr ,~ 
s 
where iii * is the steady state mass burning rate peer unit solid 
o 
angle and is a function of r * at a given pressure, 
s 
where 
The total mass burning rate peertuerbation is 
ml * 
p* 
.. 
00 
; J Nf4l1ml" drs* 
o 
m:k' 11\ 
" 
p* ,. 
p*' pWI T 
mT 
,~ , 
(5-3) 
(5-4) 
(5-5) 
and ml * is the perturbation mass blirning rate per umit solid amgle 
and is a fURcti0n of r ~~ frequency, and pressure for the quasi-
, s ' 
steady gas phase case. 
Substituting Equations (5-3) and (5-4) intG Equatiom (5.-2) 
yields the total spray response, P rt' for a monodisperse spray 
00 
£ N£411m * dr i~ I s P R (5-6) 
rt e 00 
i Nf411m * dr if, 0 S 
f, 
;, 
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Introducing the dimensionless radius 
R ; r " /r * s s so (5-7) 
where r * is the radius of the droplet initially injected into the 
so 
combustion chamber; recalling the definition of the dimensionless 
mass bu·rning rate from Equmdon (2-22); and noting 
Eq",atiom (5~6) becomes 
P R = 
rt e 
1 
1 
1 
f 
0 
P ill 
r 0 
fP ill R dR 
r 0 S S 
fm R dR 
o s s 
Equation (5-9) can be solved numerically by dividing the spray 
(5-8) 
(5-9) 
distribution incto fir,ite increments of 6R and summing the weighted 
s 
responses of all the size groups. 
When a polydisperse spray (more than one initial size droplet) 
is injected into the combustion chamber, the overall spray ca.n be 
thought of a.s many separate spray sets being injected into the 
chamber, "here each spray set is a monodisperse spray. 
The numb-=r of d.roplets from each spray set iR an incrE;ment 
dr ;, is Nfdr" where N is the total number of droplets iIl each spray 
s s ' 
set and is related to the mlIDber of drops iIljected per unit time per 
set, and f has the. same definition as for a monociispe.rse spray. 
The number of drQPS injected per unit time in an initial size 
interval drso * is Igdrso*' where I is the total number of drops 
85 
injected per unit time, and g is a function of r * pressure, and 
so' 
the injector. The fraction of droplet" injected per unit time in 
a given interval dr '~is gdr *. 
so 50 
Two new dimensionless radii are defined as follows: 
r * 
R s 0 < R < 1 = 
* 
s r ; 
ref so 
ref J.:ef 
r * 
R so 0 < R < 1 (5-10) -
* 
so r so 
ref so 
ref ref 
where r * is the 1aligest dr0p inj,ected iut0 the c0mbusti0n S0 
re·f 
chamber. 
Substituting Eq.uati0n (5-10) iut0 EqU'ati0n (5-9) and taking 
inte aceount the p01ydisperse spray, gives the following :cesult 
1 [1 I I g NfP m R dR J dR r 0 s ref sref S0 ref P = R [1 (5-11) lit e 1 J J g Nfm R dR dR 0 sref s ref so ref 0 
The polydisperse spray can be s0lved Il1,merica1ly by separating 
the spray tnto drop stze groups and individual spray sets, by a 
simple extension of the method used for mono disperse sprays. 
The liemaining assumptio>Rs are similar to those employed in the 
response analysis. The effect of droplet heat-up is ignored, with 
temperattlre gradients assumed to persist in the liquid phase. The 
effect of convection is also neglected so that specific combustion 
chamt>er configurations Reed Rot be considered at this point. 
'r" 
J 
/' 
,.::; 
1 , 
.1 
1. 
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The distribution of droplet sizes in the combustion chamber 
depends upon the range of droplet sizes injected and the steady 
combustion characteristics of each size, Figure 25 outlines the 
process, schematically. Each spray set has a total lifetime, t L*. 
The number of droplets in the chamber originating from a given 
initial size r * is equal to the number of droplets of that size so 
injected per unit time, times the lifetime of that size. The number 
of drops per size gro>up, resulting from a given initial size, is 
given by the fraction of the lifetime spent within any subsidiary 
size group. 
When more than one size droplet is injected, the additional 
spray sets can contribute 1:0 droplet size groups of the primary spray 
set as indicated in Figure 25. In this ease, the size distribution 
of the drol'lets within the spray must be obtained by summing over all 
drop size groups, 
5.2 T,ife History AnaJ,y:sis 
As ind·icated earlier, the time variation of droplet size must 
be km)wn in o"der to determine the s.pectrum of droplet sizes in a 
s·pray from the injected size distribution. This can be determined 
by considering the mass balance of the droplet 
* 
*2 dr " 411r Pf s = - 4JIIh* s dt* 
where 
m1: = r *).. * s 000 m/Cp* (5-13) 
The dimensionless steady state mass flow rate per unit solid 
angle for any given sized droplet, can be approximated (as explained 
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in Chapter III) by the sum of the small drup limit and the large drop 
limit mass flow rates as follows: 
th 
o 
(5-14) 
The large drop limit mass flow rate is a function of Al/2 from 
Equation (2-78) and can be transformed into 
(5-l5) 
where r 1, is the initial drop radius, A is the value of A for r * HO - 0 ~ 
and the combustion chamber pressu.re, A is obtained from the one~ 
s 
dimensional strand analysis, and tit is calcula,ted from Equation 
°SDL 
(2-75). Thus, the mass flow rate of a given sized droplet can be 
approximated by 
m 
o 
= m 
°SDL 
(5-16) 
In order to put Equation (5~12) into a generalized form, Rand 
s 
T = 
are introduced. 
2 . 
r "P *C * so f· p 
(5-17) 
Combining Equations C~-12), (5-13) , (5-16), and (5-17) the 
following relationship is obtained 
dR L 1 J R ~ = - 1 s aT A 1/2 + lA:) R 
"SDL s 
(5-18) 
Separating variables and integrating Equation (5-l8), noting 
that T = " at R = 1, yields 
s 
- , 
r 
; 
; 
" ; 
89 
(A 1/2 
(1 - R ) m Cow, + A:) R, ] s + °SDL (5-19) T = A 1/2 (~: ) In 1/2 (A: ) () . + 0 mOSDL As 
where m and A are functions of pressure (A for the non-wet bulb 
0SDL s s 
case is relatively constant with pressure for E = 10 "nd n = 2) and 
Ao is a given constant depending upon the injected droplet size. 
For the limit as A /A approaches zero, integrating Equation 
o s 
(5-18) yields 
T = 
1 _ R 2 
s 
which represents the size variation for a small droplet. 
Setting R = 0 in Equations (5-19) or (5-20) yields the 
s 
(5-20) 
dimensionless lifetime 'L for drops originating with a radius rso* 
The fraction of these droplets in a size range R I - R " is then 
s s 
given by 
(5-21) 
The response has been determined as a function of wand A, 
at a given pressure and injected liquid temperature, These quantities 
are related to values based upon the injected radius, W , and A 
o 0 
as follows 
A. 
J 
A 
o 
R 
s. 
J 
2 
W. =W 
J 0 
2 (5-22) 
for any size group, j. The response e£ each size grou?, j, is then 
summed using Equation (5-9) to give the total response. A second 
weighted sum is required if more than one initial drop size is 
;:1 
d 
.~., 
~ 
~;~ 
ij 
t; • p 
i1' f~ 
~; 
{~ 
~". 
, 
J 
injected. In this case a reference size is more convenient and 
( 
rs .*)2 A = A J j 0 r * ref sOref OJj = OJ °ref 
90 
(5-23) 
In the following, the reference size has been taken to be the largest 
droplet size injected, and the total response is calculated from 
Equation (5-11). 
CHAPTER VI 
SPRAY COMBUSTION RESULTS 
6.1 Droplet Burning Time 
Employing Equation (5-9), calculations of droplet lifetimes 
were completed for a range of conditions. Figure 26 shows the 
nondimensional droplet lifetime as a function of A fA and pressure, 
o s 
for both the wet and non-wet bulb cases. At the large drop limit, 
the dimensionless lifetime is relatively independent of pressure. 
This is true for a second order reaction, where the burning rate per 
unit area is proportional to pressure. At the small drop limit for 
the non-wet bulb case, TL increases with increasing pressure, due to 
the reduction in m with pressure. For the wet bulb case, TL 
"SDL 
decreases with increasing pressure at the small drop limit, since 
m increases with increasing pressure at this condition. 
°SDL 
Figures 27 and 28 show the variation of dimensionless radius 
with dimensionless time and A fA ; at a pressure of 10 atmospheres 
o s 
for both non-wet and wet bulb conditions. These figures show that 
as Ao/As increases, TL deGreases for a given pressure, This is due 
to the increased gasification rate caused by decomposition near the 
droplet surface. Results at 1 and 100 atmospheres are similar to 
Figures 27 and 28. 
Table 7 lists the dimensional droplet lifetimes as a function 
of pressure and initial drop radius, 
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Table 7 
DimensioGal Droplet Lifetimes as a Function of 
Initial Radius and Pressure 
The wet b"lb droplets consistently have shorter lifetimes 
95 
because of their higher mass burniRg rates. For all cases, at a given 
it1itial tadius, the lifetime decreases with increasing pres,sure~ 
T,lis is caused by the fact that a given radius corresponds to a 
larger value of A at higher pressures, yielding a greater mass 
burning rate. At a constant pressure, tha lifetime increases with 
drop size, which is to be expe('.ted. 
The response portion of the present analysis is not valid at 
frequencies having an oscillation period comparable to the lifetime 
of the droplet. This provides a minimum droplet size that can be 
;" 
; 
, 
!, 
96 
considered by the p~~"0nt analysis. The probable oscillation periods 
of instability range from 2 x 10-3 to 3 x 10-5 seconds/cycle 
(corresponding to the 500-30,000 Hz range indicated in Reference [1]). 
At the oscillation period limit of 2 x 10-3 seccnds/eycle, the minimum 
drop radius is approximately 13 ]l at pressures of 1 and 10 atmospheres, 
for both wet and non-wet bulb conditions. At a pressure of 100 
atmospheres, the minimum drop radius is approximately 30 ]l at the 
non~wet bulb condition, and approximately 95 ]l for the wet bulb case. 
At the other limit of 3 x 10-5 seconds/cycle the minimum droplet 
radius is approximately 2 ]l at all pressures and both wet and non-wet 
bulb conditions, This indicates that at low frequencies, appreciable 
response may be generated by droplet lifetime characteristics, a 
mechanism that has not been consiclered iEl the present investigation. 
6.2 Quasi-Steady Gas Phase Spray Response 
If a monociisperse spray is inJected into the c0meuGtion 
chamber, the total response, P . , is the m'dgh ted sum of all drop rt 
sizes exis·ting in the d1amlDero Figu·re 29 illustrates the non-wet 
bulb total responsE. of a monodisperse spray as a function of frequency, 
w , for a pressure of 10 atmospheres. The valUES of A were chosen o 0 
so that the first drop size group (which has the largest mass 
fraction) has an A for which the droplet response has previously 
beeR computed. The solid lines co=espond to the eRtire spray while 
the dashed lines eorrespond to the situation wheR it is assumed that 
all drop sizes are approximated by a constant drop size equal to A . 
o 
For these two cases, the peaks occur at approximately the same 
frequency, wllile the magnitude of the peak is slightly larger when 
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the drop size is assumed constant. The reduction in the response 
peak of the spray is due to the reduced response of the smaller 
droplets. It should be noted that for the case ,·,hen the drop size 
is c:onstant at A =' 1. 234 x 1010 , transient gas phase effects begin 
o 
to appe&r at approximately w ~ 6.98 x 101 • This corresponds to 
o 
w 
s 
l!'igure 30 is the wet bulb total response for a monodisperse 
spray as a functioR of w at 10 atmospheres pressure. The same 
° 
conclusion can be drawn as from the nOR-wet bulb case. The total 
responses a,t pressures of 1 a",1 100 atmospheres for both wet and 
Ron-wet bulb cORditions give similar results. The shapes of the 
total response curves in Figures 29 and 30 are very similar to the 
shape of the individual response ell-rves fo;r A. In all cases, five 
o 
drop size groups were used, in "hich approximately 60% of the total 
mass occurred in the firs~ group. 
WheR a polydisperse spray is introd1>ced into the combustioR 
chamber, the spray is separated iRto discrete spray sets, each with 
its own A, The smaller initial drop size spray sets are placed in 
° 
the corresponding size groups of the largest spray set as shown in 
Figl.!lre 25. The responses are ~veightecl and ,3ummea, and the total 
r~s:ponse is Qb tainecl. 
Figure 31 is a plot of a non-wet bulb polydisl'erse spray at a 
pressure of 10 .;t,tm0spheres, consisting of three s'Pray sets with A's 
o 
of 1. 234 10 9 6 x 10 , 1 x 10 , and 1. 234 x 10 . The response from each 
size group is ;;\leighted and summed in order to obtain the total 
response. The mass fractions of the spray sets and illj ection rates 
are varied, as lis-ted in ]'igure 31. The total responses are greater 
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% r"ASS % aRaf'S/ SEC. % MASS/SEC. I'N Cf!Ar"BER INJECTEa INJECTED 
A (XIOS.) 0 123 10 . .0123 123 110 .0123 123 10 .0123 
100" 100" 
, 
100" 0 0 0 0 0 0 
----- 10 30 60 .001 .053 99.946 .I 1.4 98.5 
-._.- 6.0 30 10 .00'5 .315 !99.68 3.4 7.7 8·8.9 
,---- 4·9.5 49.5 1.0 .05 4.98 94.97, 11.47 51.18 36.75 
0 100·, 0 0 • 0 100" ----- 0 ,100 0 
°ALL DROPS IN THE SPRAY ARE AT A CONSTANT SIZE Ao 
Figure 31 Total Response as a Fl!Ilction of W for a P0lydisperse Spray a,t Approximately 10 Atm. Pressure for Varying Spray Set Ma~s Fracti0Rs and Injection Rates (Non-I,et Bulb Conditions) 
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than unity when the larger A spray sets comprise about 30% of the 
o 
injected sp"ay mass. The results indicate, however, that even a 
very small percentage of large drops in the injected spray can result 
in substantial response. Findings at other pressures for both wet 
and non-wet bulb conditions are similar; however, for the wet bulb 
case, n0 peaks greater than unity are observed. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
• 
7.1 Summary 
The present study considered the steady state combustion and 
oscillatory response of a single monoprope11ant droplet subjected to 
imposed pressure oscillations, followed by an estimation of the 
characteristics of an entire spray. The specific objectives of the 
study are as follows: 
1. Develop a mathematical model for the burning of a liquid 
monoprope11ant droplet for both steady state and 
0scillatory pl:essure condi tions . 
2. Theon.tica11y investigate the steady stat" drQP1et 
burning for both wet and non-wet bulb conditions; and 
compare the results with available measurements, 
3. Investigate the theoretical burning response for wet and 
non-wet bulb conditions. 
3. Develop a mathematical model for one-dimensional, quasi-
steady spray combus tiQn, and calculate the overall spray 
combustion response for both wet and non-wet bulb I 
conditions. 
'£he present theoretical model is an extension of the one-
dimensional strand model developed by Allison and Fa"th [11l. The ( 
major assumptions in the analysis are: a one-step, irreversible 
gaS phase reaction, c.onventional low pressure phase eqw.ilihriurn at 
the liquid surface; constant liquid phase physical properties, and 
lflJ 
variable gas phase physical properties. The present calculations were 
based on the reaction and the physical property characteristics of 
hydrazine. 
A limitation of the work involves neglecting forced convection, 
yielding a spherically symmetric flow field. It is believed that 
low droplet velocities represent a critical condition for instability 
[1], and forced convection is of minor importance when the reaction 
zone is very near the surface [25, 26], a condition where the response 
for m,,;wpropellants is greatest. 
The theoretical approach employs the use of a perturbation 
analysis in which the amplitude of the imposed pressure oscillation 
is taken as the small perturbation parameter. 
The oscillatory (first-order) solution involves a transient 
liquid a~d both transient and quasi-steady gas phase effects. The 
results indicated that most of the transient gas phase effects lie 
outside the probable instability range at realistic combustion 
chamber pressures. Therefore, the spray response calculations were 
confined te conditions where a quasi-steady gas phase is valid. 
Finally, a one-dimensional quasi-steady spray combustion 
model is developed in which the spray is divided into size groups, and 
the response is weighted and summed over all groups, to give the 
total spray response, 
7.2 Conclusions 
This section is divided into three parts: steady state 
combustion, oscillatory combustion, and spray combustion. 
104 
7.2.1 Steady State Combustion. The major conclusions of the 
steady state portion of this study are as follows: 
1. The theoretical droplet surface temperatuT0s are identical 
to the measured and predicted strand values from Reference 
[11). 
2. Steady state droplet mass burning rates can be divided 
3. 
into three regions: large, intermediate, and small drop 
regions. The large drop region can be approximated by a 
one-dimensional strand, while the small drop region is 
similar to a small drop evaporating in at-sence of reaction. 
Most drop sizes of technological importance fall within 
the intermediate region (104 < A < 109). 
At the non-wet bulb small drop limit, the burning 
rate decreases with increasing pressure because the 
higher pressures raise the surface temperature, while 
the ambient temperature is constant. The reduced 
temperature difference between the liquid surface and 
the ambient gas causes a reduction in the droplet 
gasification rate, 
4, The wet bulb small drop limit burning rate increases 
with pressure. This is caused by the increase in the 
ambient temperature with pressure, t·:hich compensate6 1 1'( 
the increase in surface temperature. 
5. At all pressures, the wet bulb burning rate is higher 
than the non-wet bulb case. 'This is due to the fact that 
the wet bulb droplet has a higher ambient temp.erature, and 
from the fact that the heat conducted back into the 'vet 
" 
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bulb drople.t goes only into vaporizing the liquid, not 
in heating the droplet liquid. 
• 7.2.2 Oscillatory Combustion. The major conclusions of the 
'. 
oscillatory portion of this study are as follows: 
1. At the small drop limit, the response is negative and 
becomes more negative with increasing pressure. This 
results from the gasification rate decrease as the surface 
temperature increases for a constant ambient temperature. 
(The wet bulb response is less negative than the non-wet 
bulb case.) Therefore, pressures above the mean result 
in reduced gasification rates while pressures below the 
mean result in increased gasification rates - yielding a 
negative response~ 
2. The large drop limit results give good agreement with the 
one-dimensional strand results of Referep..ce [Ill. 
3. At the non-wet bulb large droplet limit, response peaks 
occur near the characteristic frequency for che liquid 
and gas phase thermal waves" With increasing pressure, 
these liquid and gas phase peaks approach each other 
and inc~ease in magnitude. 
4. At the wet bulb large drop limit, no response peaks 
occur from liquid transient effects, 
5. As the drop size decreases, the response also d~creases. 
6. The transient gas phase response is not a maJor 
contributor to combustion instability at the frequencies 
and pressures where instability has a high probability 
" 106 
~ 
• 
" i. ~ ; 
of occurring. Thus, a quasi-steady gas phase analysis 
't , 
f' can be assumed in most instances. 
f. 
1: 7. A response peak "ill occur only when the mean temperature 
r , gradient near the droplet surface has sufficient steepness, 
",i so that enough energy will flow from the surface towards 
the center of the drop, causing the perturbation 
temperature to lead the pressure. When the mean 
temperature gradient is not steep enough, (which occurs 
near the wet bulb case for properties used in the present 
calculations) the perturbation surface temperature will 
lag behind the pressure at all frequencies. 
7.2,3 Spray Combustion. The major conclusions of the spray 
combustion portion of the study are as foL)ws: 
1. The total response of a polydisperse spray is less than 
the response of the largest droplet injected. 
2. Relatively small numbers of injected large drops greatly 
influence the spray by adding a substantial response. 
3. A spray response of order unity, due to the liquid phase 
thermal wave, has been observed, indicating that this 
is a viable mechanism for producing combustion instability, 
4. At high pr.,ss'.lres and low frequencies (on the order of 
500 Hz) the large burning rates of monol'ropellant droplets 
provide droplet lifetimes near the cycle period for 
drop sizes of technological import8nce. Under these 
conditions, droplet lifetime effec,t,; contribute to the 
response; thus, this phenomena should be investigated 
nextG 
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